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NEW

Individual size refill packets (sizes 0-9, 50 per pack)    

5 size limited  
range BASIC Kit. 

Contents: 100 wedges. Wedge sizes 
0-9 (10 wedges per size) + 1 pair  
of pliers.    EPMWCK  

      10 sizes COMPLETE KIT
To solve all clinical challenges,  
including common large  
gaps between molars  
and fine anterior gaps that a  
WIZARD® small won't fit.

Comes as  1  5 sizes BASIC KIT  or   2  10 sizes COMPLETE KIT
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XXX Small (#0)
XX Small (#1)

X Small (#2)
Small (#3)

Small-Med (#4)
Medium (#5)

Med-Large (#6)
Large (#7)

X Large (#8)

 XX Large (#9)

{
Contents: 100 wedges.  
Wedge sizes 3-7  
(20 wedges per size)  
+ 1pair of pliers.     
EPMWBK  

6 Compelling Reasons to Upgrade
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1 Rubber core dual functions  
as wedge and ring.  
Compresses on insertion  
and moves teeth apart  
(more resilience than 
wood). This compensates  
for matrix thickness.

Rings can "ping" off  
and/or crush matrices,  
especially if cusp is  
missing. 
This wedge won't,  
but still separates  
teeth.

Master Wedge has a better shape*  
- allowing you to bend or burnish the matrix 
for a better contact area and a proper  
emergence profile.
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Normal wedge Master Wedge

Smaller ones than Wizard® 
"small" that fit tight  
anterior gaps.

Larger wedge sizes (7, 8 & 9) 
beyond Wizard® "Wide Base"  
for real world teeth.

Our exclusive ball end, with unique  socket 
pliers enable any insertion angle, plus a safe, 
solid lock.

Large (#7)
X Large (#8)

 XX Large (#9)

XXX Small (#0)
XX Small (#1)

X Small (#2)
No problem here with 
a crushed matrix.

Can use with Tofflemire,  
Automatrix, Siqveland  
OR Sectional Matrices.  
Can use a ring as well for  
extra strong contact.  
Since you have to use a  
wedge anyway, this one  
gives improved results.

New from the Piksters™ People

Patent Pending

TM

The world's first RUBBER CORE  cut down  *  
WEDGE for superb contact pressure & shape.
Separates teeth like a ring, without the ring!
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For other dental products see page 32.

No problem here  
with a crushed matrix.


